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Abstract: We report the discovery of a new eclipsing binary system USNO-B1.0 1629-0064825 (05h28m07.975s,
+72d56m06.05s) with an unusual asymmetric light curve. The first maximum is much higher than the second one.
Another feature of this curve is that the secondary minimum is shifted from the phase 0.5, the phase of the
secondary minimum is f=0.543±0.007. From the pure monochrome photometry, this star is very similar to the
well known binary system V361 Lyr. We assumed that there is an accretion stream which impacts into the
atmosphere of the star-accretor and forms a hot spot.
All parameters needed for the General Catalog of Variable Stars were determined with corresponding error
estimates. We have preliminary registered this variable star in the VSX, the star has got the name VSX
J052807.9+725606.

We discovered a new eclipsing binary system USNO-B1.0 1629-0064825 (05h28m07.975s,
+72d56m06.05s) using the remotely controlled astrophysical refractor AP180 (D=180 mm,
f/7.32) of Tzec Maun Observatory (USA). This telescope was equipped with the unfiltered
monochrome CCD camera SBIG STL-11K. The field of view was 87.5' x 58.3'. The
maximum quantum efficiency of the camera sensor is close to the standard R-band.
To discover this variable star, we used the software package C-Munipack (Motl, 2007).
The position of the new variable star and the reference stars are marked on the Fig. 1.
Our observations cover the interval from JD 2455249 to JD 2455274 in which we
obtained 10 fit series of observations.
We chose 3 stars to calibrate the photometry: USNO-B1.0 1629-0065214, USNO-B1.0
1628-0064903, USNO-B1.0 1629-0065309 to decrease the mean error. Unfortunately, there is
no data in photometry catalogs on the stars in the vicinity of our new binary system. Therefore
we were forced to use the USNO-B1.0 photometry. The star USNO-B1.0 1629-0065214 has a
slightest difference between R1 and R2 measurements: R1=14.37 mag, R2=14.38 mag, so we
used the mean value R=14.375 mag. Then, using 20 qualitative images, we calculated
comparative magnitudes for another two comparison stars. We got R=13.849 mag for USNOB1.0 1628-0064903 and R=14.438 mag for USNO-B1.0 1629-0065309. The information
about these reference stars is given in the Tab. 1. All HJD photometry data are attached to the
paper and are available from the OEJV web-site. The time used is UTC, taking into account
the “leap second“.
We used the sotware “WinEffect” (Goransky, 2005) to find the approximate value of the
period and to made the preliminary phase curve. For the periodogram analysis, the method by
Lafler and Kinman (1965) was chosen. Then the software FDCN (Andronov, 1994, 2003) was
used to compute the coefficients of the statistically optimal trigonometric polynomial, using
the least squares method routine and differential correction for the period. Also we have used
the program MCV (Andronov and Baklanov 2005). All the parameters needed for the General
Catalog of Variable Stars (GCVS, Samus’ et al. 2010) have been determined with
corresponding error estimates. The degree of the statistically optimal trigonometric
polynomial is s=6. The period of P=0.41179±0.00005 d, the initial epoch
T0=HJD 2455261.8484±0.0016. The values of maxima and minima: minI=16.590±0.020,
minII=16.387±0.018, MaxI=15.924±0.016, MaxII=16.213±0.020. The final phase curve is
shown on Fig. 2. The smoothing curve with the corresponding ±1s and ±2s corridors is
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shown on Fig. 3. We registered the new variable star in the VSX catalog as an eclipsing
binary system (E-type) and the star has got the name VSX J052807.9+725606.
It is very unusual that the difference between maxima is so large; its value is 0.289±0.026
mag. Besides, the secondary minimum is shifted from the phase f=0.5. In fact, the phase of
the secondary minimum is f=0.543±0.007. The possible explanation of such asymmetric light
curve is that there is a spot in the atmosphere of one of the stars.
Is there a hot spot or a cold one? The cold spot, which decreases the brightness of the
system by almost 0.3 magnitude (it means that the spot covers a rather big area) can’t be too
steady. In this case the further observations must show the changes in the form of the phase
curve. On the other hand, the present form of the curve is very close to that one of the well
known exotic binary system V361 Lyr. The first, who proposed the explanation of such
unusual form of its phase curve were Andronov and Richter (1987). They assumed that one of
the components fills its Roche lobe. The accretion stream doesn’t form the accretion disk, but,
deviated by the Coriolis force from the line of centers, impacts into the photosphere of the
accretor with a shift towards the orbital motion. The shock appears, which heats the
surrounding plasma, and a hot spot is formed in the atmosphere. Such systems may be called
“impactors”.
Both stars, the V361 Lyr and VSX J052807.9+725606, are short periodic binary systems
with an extremely big difference between the maxima, and, for both stars, the secondary
minimum is shifted a little from the phase 0.5 in the same positive direction. So, we assume
that VSX J052807.9+725606 is similar to V361 Lyr. Further observations may clarify this
question.

Fig. 1. Finding chart. The new variable star VSX J052807.9+725606 and the reference
stars are marked. The field of view is 25' x 20'.
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Fig. 2. The phase curve. Different colors mean different nights of observations.

Fig. 3. The phase curve and its statistically optimal trigonometric polynomial fit of order s=6
with corresponding ±1s and ±2s corridors.
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Tab. 1. The reference stars.
#
USNO-B1.0
1
USNO-B1.0 1629-0065214
2
USNO-B1.0 1628-0064903
3
USNO-B1.0 1629-0065309

RA
05h31m05.161s
05h31m18.891s
05h31m56.249s

DEC
+72d57m01.62s
+72d52m40.76s
+72d58m21.06s

ISSN 1801-5964

R mag
14.375
13.849
14.438
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